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NEW IRISES

In the

VAN WERT IRIS GARDENS

We know there are scores of Iris Enthusiasts in the country who would travel a hundred miles or more to see a garden of the newest Irises. To each one of these Enthusiasts we wish to submit this list of Irises which are growing in our Gardens and which we hope and believe will bloom this year.

Visitors who wish to see these varieties in bloom will be made welcome in our Gardens, and after the blooming season is over a very few roots of some varieties will be offered for sale.

The prices will be considerably higher than standard varieties can be purchased for, and we know that only real Iris Lovers will be interested in them.

However, we expect to publish a price list and description of them, and if you wish a copy of this booklet you may sign the enclosed card and your name will be placed upon our mailing list. We also
invite you to become a member of The American Iris Society, and we enclose an application for membership and hope you will use it.

**NEW IRISES**

AFTERGLOW (Sturtevant)
ALCAZAR (Vilmorin)
AMBASSADEUR (Vilmorin)
ANNE LESLIE (Sturtevant)
ARCHEVEQUE (Vilmorin)
ARMENIEN (Millet)
ATLAS (Millet)
BIANCA (Millet)
BALLARINE (Vilmorin)
CElia
CLEMATIS (Bliss)
CLUNY (Vilmorin)
COLONEL CANDELOT (Millet)
CORA (Millet)
CORIDA (Millet)
CRUSADER (Foster)
DALILA (Denis)
DELICATISSIMA (Millet)
DILKUSH (Foster)
DOMINION (Bliss)
DOROTHEA K. WILLIAMSON (Williamson)
DREAM
ETHEL ALDRICH (Aldrich)
ELDORADO (Vilmorin)
FRANK H. PRESBY,
Treasurer American Iris Society,
Bay Head, New Jersey.

Dear Sir:—

I enclose Money Order for Three Dollars, and I ask you to enroll my name as a member of The American Iris Society. Send me all the publications of the Society and see that my name is placed on the mailing list of THE FLOWER GROWER.

Name ____________________________________________

PLEASE WRITE NAME PLAINLY

Address ____________________________________________

INVITATION EXTENDED
BY LEE R. BONNEWITZ

Lee R. Bonnewitz, Owner
The Van Wert Iris Gardens
Van Wert, Ohio,

Dear Sir—

You may place my name on your mailing list for Iris Garden Notes, Iris Catalogs and Price Lists.

Name ____________________________________________

PLEASE WRITE NAME PLAINLY

Address ____________________________________________
MRS. WM. FRYER (Fryer)
GOLD CREST (Dykes)
GREVIN (Vilmorin)
GULES (Bliss)
HARRIET PRESBY (Presby)
HEROCLES (Millet)
IGOUF (Millet)
ISOLA (Foster)
ISOLINE (Vilmorin)
JUSSIEU (Denis)
LENT A. WILLIAMSON (Williamson)
LORD OF JUNE
MADEMOISELLE SCHWARTZ (Denis)
MAGNIFICA (Vilmorin)
MEDALLION (Perry)
MEDRANO (Vilmorin)
MIKADO (Denis)
MOLIERE (Vilmorin)
B. Y. MORRISON (Sturtevant)
MORWELL
NEFERT (Perry)
NEPTUNE (Yeld)
NINE WELLS (Foster)
ORIFLAME
PARSAM
PHYLLIS BLISS (Bliss)
PORCELAIN (Foster)
RAFFET (Vilmorin)
RICARDI
RICARDI FONCE (Denis)
RING DOVE
ROMEO (Millet)
SARPEDON (Yeld)
SAVIGNIAN (Millet)
SHALIMAR
SIR DIGHTON PROHYN (Perry)
SIR TREVOR LAWRENCE (Foster)
SOUVENIR DE MADAME GAUDICHAU (Millet)
TREGASTEL (Millet)
TROOST
VULCAN (Foster)
WHIFFENPOOF (Sturtevant)
ZUA (Crawford)
ZWANZENBURG (Denis)

We are glad to have the names of all Iris Enthusiasts upon our mailing list, and so we will be glad to have you sign the enclosed card.

THE VAN WERT IRIS GARDENS
Van Wert, Ohio, April, 1921.